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• A 2D souls-like platformer that presents different endings based on your mastery over your skills set in a 
progressively demonized landscape. (On PC)

INTRODUCTION
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- 2D Souls-like Platformer that has the player learn to survive and advance with only their melee weapon and 
versatile movement.
- Climb and descend into the to destroy the demons

DESCRIPTION
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- Souls-like
- Platformer
- Action-Adventure
- Action RPG

GENRE
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- Character drains health from defeated enemies, which also decides the endings.
- Hack and Slash 
- Requires the player to learn the enemies attack patterns and dodge the attacks to get the “good ending”
- Versatile movement that is given to the player to dodge the enemies’ attacks
- Versatile Enemy Attack Patterns
Documentation:
- Decided to make the enemies easier to defeat, pushing the player to focus more on dodging the enemies 

attacks as a primary focus as compared to running around and repeating the same movement patterns to 
defeat a single enemy. (28/1/2020)

KEY FEATURES
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• PC

PLATFORM
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CONCEPT ART
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Player Concept ArtLobber
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CONCEPT ART
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Charger
Health that drops after enemy death

Bullet Sprites
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- Target Audience: Teen/Young Adults looking for something to do to pass the time and/or play a game 
that relies on their skills.

TARGET MARKET
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EXISTING GAMES
Doom 2016 (For the Art aesthetic and environment)

Strengths
- A run and gun game that has a very constant pace that does not slow down
- Game for the most part can be cleared as long as you understand the enemies 
- Does not have a permanent health bar, and health can be recovered by executing enemies
- Map design is clean and colors do not fight for attention
- Extensive list of weapons each with their own strategy and playstyle
- The enemies on their own can pose varying degrees of threats, but when mixed together into a crowd, the player is 
taught to prioritize and rate which ones should be killed first.
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EXISTING GAMES
•Halo 5 (Specifically how the Prometheans are designed in the game)

Strengths:
•Variety of combat situations and enemies
•Range of guns and their playstyles provide different strategies to tackle enemies
•The enemies have distinct designs that identify exactly what they do and their abilities.
•Sleek and clean GUI
Weaknesses:

•The maps have bad color combinations, causing the enemies to be indistinct from the terrain at times.
•The enemies, namely the Forerunners have mechanics that turn Halo into a run and gun game, unlike the strategic approach 
to combat the series is recognized for.

•On the highest difficulty, enemy health is bolstered excessively that half the weapons become obsolete and ineffective in 
combat.
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EXISTING GAMES
Zenonia (Enemies and their attack patterns)

Strength: 
It makes good use of every tile with enemy attack patterns by making attacks precise, making even the slightest movement in Zenonia 
effective to dodge an attack by a breadth.
The enemies and characters have distinct designs, even among variants where the colors are altered slightly but are still noticeable.
If the player is learns to control their movement, the fights can become noticeably easier and health consumable.

Weakness:
Dash feature throws off the pace of movement and often is hard to control.
Skills become a primary attack in the late game for certain characters
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FEATURE COMPARISON
Comparison Doom 2016 Halo Zenonia

Features 
Taken / 
implemented

•Health can be gained by attacking 
and killing enemies as an incentive 
for the player to learn to dodge 
enemies’ attacks without breaking 
the pace or progression of the 
game. We will be making an 
attempt to try and create the same 
incentive by giving players health 
drops 

•The colour scheme and 
environment of Doom to help 
highlight and show the enemies 
more easily to stand out from the 
background, and this is used in our 
game.

•Enemies flash or glow to indicate 
low health in Doom(2016), and the 
glowing and flashing mechanic is 
used in our game to indicate the 
enemy’s health.

•Positioning and terrain makes a 
difference to how easy it is to dodge 
enemies and it is carried over to this 
game.

•While the game prides itself on 
improvisation with ammo reserves, 
by picking up weapons, our game 
will only give the player a single 
weapon.

•The enemies have a glow or distinct 
design choices to let the player 
know what they do, and in this case 
their attack functions are shown in 
their design very prominently.

•Different variations of enemies have 
different attacks or slightly stronger 
versions of previous attacks with more 
range. In our game, we will be 
implementing it in certain enemies.

•Enemies attacks are all avoidable as 
long as the player is familiar with their 
attacks and the player’s movement 
skills.
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- Character is a Puppet
- Advanced movement
- Basic weapons and attacks only such as its sword.
- Similar to the enemies, it can be affected by 
demonic energy
- Has the ability to drain demonic energy from 
defeated enemies
- Is an empty shell that has no emotions and was 
created solely as a prototype to defend against 
demons.

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE

PLAYER
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- Basic Melee Enemy
- Has a charge attack as its basic attack. 
- Can be avoided if the player keeps their 
distance.
- Attack can also be avoided by jumping 
upward, but the player needs to jump 
fast enough.
- Its left arm is grafted to a broken sword 
it uses as a weapon to cleave enemies.

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE

CHARGER
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CHARACTERS’ PROFILE

-    Ranged Enemy with multiple variants
- Can fire a single condensed shot or a 

spread shot
- Can be avoided if the player keeps 

their distance.
- Slightly harder to dodge and requires 

player to make use of not only vertical 
but also horizontal space

- Lobs balls of energy as an attack.

LOBBER
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CHARACTERS’ PROFILE

- Final Boss with multiple attacks
- Leader of the Demons
- Has a melee and ranged attack, and 

can switch between them freely
- Boosted Health
- Found in the Final Level of the game

OVERLORD
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In the year 20XX, a fissure opened up in the ground, and 
countless creatures poured out, terrorizing and claiming 
the area for themselves. They began to take over and 
push their territory, becoming a real threat for humans. 
As a result, people and research teams were dispatched 
to try and mitigate the damage.

PROLOGUE
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• You are a member of a group that has been assigned to keep the monsters in 
check until they are wiped out. However over the past few days, you have heard 
of the monsters’ territory slowly expanding past the borders, lead by creatures 
with strange appendages and appearances. You go out to investigate, and find 
that the monsters have adapted to normal attacks by condensing demonic 
energy onto marks that serve as anchors on their bodies to keep them from 
dying. However, it is possible to destroy them with a prototype knight 
marionette, your only means of effectively fighting these monsters. You control 
the puppet and fight your way through the monsters with a previous version of 
the knight with an intelligence installed, but just as you reach the center, it is 
brutally damaged and the player and the knight is left to its own devices and wit 
to continue its mission to raid the demon world and kill its king.

MAIN STORY
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Ending A:
If the Player drains a set amount of health and above from 
enemies, the Player’s character becomes the new king of the 
demons after having gained sentience from absorbing too 
much energy after the end of the game.

Ending B:
If the Player does not drain above the threshold of health, the 
character is abandoned in the demon world while the world is 
saved.

ENDING
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- Versatile movement such as dash, variable jumps and double jumps 
are in the game

- The Player is only given a single melee Attack that can be repeated up 
to 3 times in quick succession before it is put into a short cooldown.

- The Player’s stats do not change throughout the game, with the 
exception of their health and the amount of drained health.

MAIN MECHANICS
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- Upon killing an enemy, they will drop a ball of demonic energy that 
can be drained for health. This may have effects on the ending.

SUB MECHANICS
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ATTIBUTES AND STATS
PLAYER ATTRIBUTES

Corruption Levels increase in increments of:
Level 1: 1
Level 2: 2 
Level 3: 4
Level 4: 6
Level 5: 8
Level 6: 13
Level 7: 21
Level 8: 34
Level 9: 50
Level 10: 69

Player does 100 damage per hit
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ATTIBUTES AND STATS
CHARGER ATTRIBUTES

LOBBER (SNIPE VARIANT) ATTRIBUTES

Fires single bullet

Projectile Cooldown: Intervals between each bullet firing

Charge Speed: Added Multiplier on the current speed of the 
charger when charging
Charge Attack Timer: The time it takes for the charger to charge 
at a Player upon sighting them

LOBBER (SPREAD VARIANT) 
ATTRIBUTES

Fires 5 bullets, at differences of 30 degrees 

Projectile Cooldown: Intervals between each bullet firing
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ATTIBUTES AND STATS
OVERLORD ATTRIBUTES

Phase 1 and 2:
Vulnerability upon destroying 2 spawners.
If 2 spawners have not been destroyed, boss is invulnerable 
to attacks. 
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• Player has to destroy 2 spawners to gain the ability to damage 
the boss per phase

• Corruption Thresholds scale up with different increments, in 2s 
from Level 2-5, and subsequent levels scale up in increments of 
60% each time. This was decided by the team as if they scaled 
up in 2s each time the players would reach the maximum level 
too quickly

• Player’s base movement speed is higher than most enemies 
with the exception of the Overlord

• The Player should be able to kill any enemy except the boss 
within two hits.

CALCULATIONS
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• The Tutorial Level is meant to help familiarise the Player with 
their attack and movement, and also learn the basics of the 
enemies’ attack patterns. They also learn how to drain health.

• Level 1 is meant for the Player to practise taking out the 
enemies in larger combined groups.

• Level 2 is meant to test each individual aspect of the Player’s 
mastery of the game, from their movement to their combat and 
familiarity with the Charger and Lobber

• The Final Level, the Boss Level, uses a combination of the 
Player’s movement and combat.

LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
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TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT (Flow)

Introduction to 
Basic 
movement

Introduction 
to combat

Introduction to 
Advanced 
movement

Application of 
movement and 
combat

Introduction to more 
enemy types
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TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT(Obstacle / Object Placement)

Fallen Knight gives 
you a rough idea 
of what your role 
and situation is.

House Platform that shows you how you can use higher 
platforms or go above enemies to avoid their aggro

Portal to transfer to a new 
Level Instruction Stations

Spikes

Crates the player can 
jump on
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TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT (Enemy Deployment)

Chargers

Lobber (Spread Variant)

Lobber (Snipe Variant)
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TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT ( Experience )

The Lower Level of the tutorial is meant to familiarise the Player with their controls and also give a short 
introduction to the Charger. It should be simple enough that the Players can clear it, but not too simple that first 
time Players doesn’t need to pay attention to the instructions.
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TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT ( Experience )

The top Level of the serves as the Player’s first attempt at proper combat, where multiple different enemies are 
thrown at the player to handle. They should make full use of everything they learned in the lower “safe zone” to 
eliminate all enemies in the area and proceed to the next zone
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Flow)

Using movement to avoid 
all enemies’ aggro

Player will deal with combinations of Lobbers and Chargers, and 
have to manage their distance and aggro from enemies due to 
the number of them

Try fighting a combination 
of two enemies at once in 
close quarters
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Obstacle / Object Placement)
Instruction StationsHouse Platform

Crates Spikes
Empty Portal where the 
Player spawns

Portal to 
enter next 
stage
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Enemy Deployment)

Chargers

Lobber (Spread 
Variant)

Lobber (Snipe Variant)
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Experience)

The highlighted section of Level 1 is meant to help ease the player into more difficult confrontations, with 
multiple enemies in the same areas that can attack the player at the same time. The platforms and terrain 
are placed there to help the give the player more options and places to move and maneuver, and spikes 
are there to encourage players to make use of multiple paths and confront enemies.
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Experience)

The highlighted section of Level 1 is meant to help get the player more accustomed to using their dash to 
maneuver around more often, with some Lobbers on top to fire at the player and keep their guard up.
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LEVEL 1 LAYOUT (Experience)

The highlighted section of Level 1 is for the player to test their combat ability, and practise fighting larger 
groups of enemies all at once in close proximity to preparation for moving onto Level 2.
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• Main Feature of Level 2 are the trials, which throw you into 
situations where you have to deal with one particular aspect of 
the game, such as The Charger Trial, The Lobber Trial, and the 
Movement Trial.

LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (FLOW)

Charger Trial
Lobber Trial

Movement Trial
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Object/Obstacle Placement)
Gates

Totems to unlock the 
gates

Spikes Empty Portal where the 
Player spawns

Totems to unlock the 
gates

Portal to Boss 
Arena

Totems signify the status of the gate.
If the rune is lighted, the gate is unlocked
If not, the gate is still there and blocks the player’s path
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Enemy Deployment)

Chargers

Lobber (Spread Variant)

Lobber (Snipe Variant)
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Experience)

This highlighted section of Level 2 is meant to be an intro to the Trials, along with the totems and gates, serving as a hub for 
the Player to travel between trials before they scale the gates and enter the portal. 
It should not be too hard, and serve as  the “safest zone” in this level.
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Experience)

This section of Level 2 is known as the Charger Trial, where the player will have to fight a horde of Chargers and eliminate 
them all to continue and unlock the totem, and consequently the first gate.

This section should not be much of a problem as long as the player has gotten the hang of using dashes
However, they will have to manage and watch out for the Chargers and their attacks as they can very easily overwhelm the 
player if they are not careful.
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Experience)

This section of Level 2 is known as the Lobber Trial, where the player will have to fight a horde of Lobbers, with both variants 
and eliminate them all to continue and unlock the totem, and consequently the second gate.

This section should not be much of a problem as long as the player has achieved an understanding of the bullets’ speed and 
distance. However, they will have to be careful to not make unnecessary movements and jumps to ensure that they do not 
get hit.
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LEVEL 2 LAYOUT (Experience)

This section of Level 2 is known as the Movement Trial, where the player will have to navigate about a few platforms to 
reach the totem and interact with it to unlock the third gate

This Trial should be simple enough, as it can be very easily cleared as long as the player has understood the movement 
system and knows how to use it. If not, this is a good place to practise, as it involves diagonal, vertical, and horizontal midair 
dashes to clear it.
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BOSS LEVEL LAYOUT (Flow)
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BOSS LEVEL LAYOUT (Object Placement)

Totem to summon 
Boss (Starting Phase)
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BOSS LEVEL LAYOUT (Object Placement)

Totem to summon 
Boss (Activated) 
(Phase 1)

Spawning Altars 
(Phase 1)
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BOSS LEVEL LAYOUT (Object Placement)

Totem to summon 
Boss (Activated) 
(Phase 2)

Spawning Altars 
(Phase 2)
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BOSS LEVEL LAYOUT (Object Placement)

Totem to summon 
Boss (Activated) 
(Phase 2)

Portal to End
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FLOW DIAGRAM

Score > Player
> Health from 
decreasing end

Red haze around the edges of the screen becomes more 
opaque to show corruption level
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• The logos above will appear in the 
following order, SP Logo, to The 
MAD logo, to our group logo, 
fading in and out before showing 
the main menu screen.

LOGO SCREEN
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• The title screen has the following buttons:
- Start, which gives a pop up asking if you want to do the tutorial before 

fading out to the Tutorial if you choose to do it, and Level 1 if you choose 
not to.

- Levels, which gives you a pop up with the option to choose which Level to 
play

- Controls, which explains the controls in a
pop-up window

- Credits, which shows credits for the game
in a pop-up window.

- Quit, which quits the game
- Reset, which resets your score and such

in the game. 

TITLE SCREEN
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• The credits window appears in a pop up after the credits button is 
pressed, as seen below, with a back button to go back to the main menu.

• The members and their roles are as follows:
- Dean: Main Designer in charge of doing the documentation, level layout 
and both art and scripting where needed

     - Ian: Main Artist for all the assets
     - Michael: Main Programmer for the 
     mechanics and AI

Pop-up sound is from Universal Sound FX
Folder provided by lecturers
Name: BUTTON Plastic Light Switch Off (mono)

Typeface is Voltaire, from Yvonne Schüttler

CREDIT SCREEN
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• Your score will change, increasing and fluctuating based on 
how many enemies you kill and how many times you drain 
health

• Your health is shown in health bars at the bottom
• A red haze sets in around

 the edges of the screen 
when you drain too much 
health.

GAMEPLAY UI
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• The screens fade in and fade out
• Main Menu Button below to go back to the main menu
• The elements around the word victory change to indicate the 

ending you got. 

VICTORY SCREENS

Win Screen ( Good Ending) Win Screen (Bad Ending)
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• The word DEFEAT is shown, with a cracked appearance much 
like the platforms in hell to show that you have been 
overwhelmed.

• The screen fades in, and there will be a continue button along 
with a main menu button. 

GAMEOVER SCREEN
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The “hero” is designed to be a regal demon slayer with 
essence bleeding out of him, to give him a “refined” look, 
and he has a exaggerated kind of fictional art style.

He is given the medieval yet rugged look to show that he 
is prepared to fight till the very end. His idle animation is 
simple, with simple breathing to show that it does not 
bear any other traits then to accomplish the goal of 
defeating all the demons.

CHARACTER ART

Idle Animation
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CHARACTER ART

His run animation is stiff and sharp, showing 
how he is unbending to trials and rugged 
enough to withstand the onslaught of 
demons.

Run Animation
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CHARACTER ART

His dash animation is him lowering his 
knees, before kicking downward to propel 
him in whatever direction is inputted so 
fast he becomes a blur.
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CHARACTER ART

His Attack Animation consisting of three 
attacks, an outward swing from his left, a 
cut upwards, and a cleave downward.

Attack Animation
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A Charger, the basic melee enemy, drawn with 
excessively lanky limbs compared to the player to make 
the fictional art style more prominent.

Main attack function is its sword, hence the 
pronounced design and visual flair of the sword.

It has a broken and disfigured appearance, with a 
broken sword grafted onto its arm.

It acts like a feral beast with no intelligent thought, and 
simply charges at the player on sight.

CHARACTER ART

Idle
Animation
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• The Charger lumbers around, dragging its sword behind it, as it 
isn’t strong enough to constantly hold the sword up, and isn’t 
smart enough to try and remove the sword.

CHARACTER ART

Moving Animation
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• Upon sighting the Player, it goes into a mindless rage, charging 
at the Player by using the momentum of swinging the heavy 
sword up to propel itself forward

CHARACTER ART

Attack Charge Animation
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The two variants of the Lobber, the Spread and Snipe 
Variants.

Both variants lob condensed balls of energy at the 
player, but in different configurations.

The Snipe Variant has a faster firerate, but only fires 
one bullet
The Spread Variant has a slower firerate, but fires 5 
bullets at once.
It has a disfigured look, with its legs missing as it hovers 
above the ground, giving it an appearance of danger 
and unease.

They are significantly more intelligent as compared to 
the Chargers, and can aim and throw attacks at the 
Player.

CHARACTER ART
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CHARACTER ART

Idle and Move 
Animation
(Spread Variant)

The Lobbers hover and float above the ground, leaning 
forward to move forward, as if there is a force propelling 
from their lower body.

Idle and Move 
Animation
(Snipe Variant)
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CHARACTER ART

Attack Animation
(Snipe Variant)

The Lobbers both raise their arms to fire their attacks, but 
the Spread variant takes slightly longer due to the 
complexity of its attack

Attack Animation
(Spread Variant)
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CHARACTER ART

OVERLORD, the final boss of the game. He 
is highly intelligent, pursuing the player 
even if they run away. He has a melee and 
two variants of a ranged attack, each of 
which are more improved versions of the 
Charger and Lobber’s attacks.

He has a fictional and slightly cartoonish 
art style, to make his features more 
emphasized.
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CHARACTER ART

The Overlord’s attack animation is graceful and regal, as he knows how to conserve his energy 
instead of needlessly moving.
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CHARACTER ART

The Overlord’s melee attack animation is a simple slash upwards with his 
sharp claws, attempting to prevent the player from jumping upwards, and 
he can be avoided by dashing backwards
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CHARACTER ART

The Overlord raises his hands in an incantation, casting a spell to fire energy 
shots at the Player, with modified  and improved versions of the Lobber’s 
attacks.
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CHARACTER ART

The Overlord’s movement animation is him leaning forward and dashing 
forward much like the Lobbers, but he has a motion blur to show how fast 
he is, as he can almost keep up with the player.
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• The Background and 
setting for the tutorial and 
Level 1 of the game is a 
dead forest, that was 
slowly killed and left in 
this state by the energy 
that the demons give off.

• The background is drawn 
to look like silhouettes so 
as to not draw the 
Player’s attention away 
too much.

ENVIRONMENT ART
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• The Background and setting 
for Level 2 is the entry point
of the Demon World, slowly
fighting your way through 
demons to get to the 
Overlord.

• The background is drawn 
to look like a silhouette so 
as to not draw the Player’s 
attention away too much, but in 
this case, it hints that there is a 
final area beyond this level.

ENVIRONMENT ART
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• The Background and setting 
for the Boss Level is the lair of 
the Overlord, given an almost 
religious and altar like look.

• The background is drawn 
to look like a frame this time to 
keep the Player’s focus and 
attention on the stage and 
Player, which should be in the 
boundaries of the skull.

ENVIRONMENT ART
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• These props are from the tutorial 
and Level 1, ruined and 
untouched versions of things 
found in most normal villages, 
with the exception of the portals.

• The art style is a more refined 
version of a cartoonish art style.

PROPS ART
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• These props are from Level 2 
and the Boss stage, now fitting 
in with the portals. These props 
have a craggy and broken look 
to them, implying that it was 
once a civilisation but was 
overrun and taken over.

• The art style is a more refined 
version of a cartoonish art style.

PROPS ART
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Sound Effects needed:
- Player Slash
- Player Damage
- Player Jump
- Player Dash
- Charger Charge
- Lobber Shooting
- Enemy Damage Sounds
- UI Button Clicks

SOUND EFFECTS

The sounds should sound realistic enough, 
but not completely realistic to complement 
the art style of the game, which looks more 
fictional.
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• “Inescapable” from SYBS, 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTJiB0YjYyrximbFeXsQz3A
It is an intense track that is dramatic and drawn out but does not hold 
anything back, rather throwing one group of instruments at you at 
one time, much like the boss battle in the game.

• “Heartbeat of the Hood”, from Doug Maxwell, or Media Right 
Productions

• It is a flowing piece of music, with its own intensity, slowly 
building up, gradually becoming rhythmic, much like movement 
and attacking should with the player in the game.

BACKGROUND MUSIC(BGM)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTJiB0YjYyrximbFeXsQz3A
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VERSIONING HISTORY
Date Version Changes Made

14/1/2020 1.0 - Made first game build
- Changed combat to not use combo systems
- Team decided to simplify character designs on suggestions of lecturers
- Simplify general atmosphere and colour scheme of the character on suggestions of lecturers

17/1/2020 1.1 - Built basic tutorial level
- Scripted basic character movement
- Scripted basic level management system with health and damage resolution
- Made modifications with player concept art, added weapon and removed some armor parts to 

simplify design.
- Started scripting a breakable platform
- Scripted in a basic “Dash” mechanic

17/1/2020 1.2 - Finished drawing weapon and removing armor parts.
- Tweaked Player’s speed to be slower
- Optimized Level Manager Script
- Optimized movement script for PlayerController Script

19/1/2020 1.3 - Tweaked “Dash” mechanic
- Started drawing up tile sets and props.
- Moved damage resolution to a separate script
- Scripted in health pickups
- Scripted in coin pickups
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VERSIONING HISTORY
Date Version Changes Made

19/1/2020 1.3 - Scripted basic enemy movement
- Scripted Checkpoints
- Scripted Camera following script

20/1/2020 2.0 - Added track “Heartbeat of the Hood” for Level Music
- Added track “Inescapable” for Boss Music
- Completed Tutorial Stage Layout with more platforms for player to navigate about on
- Removed Breakable Platforms idea

20/1/2020 2.1 - Readjusted platforms in Tutorial stage to be harder and make more use of game mechanics

20/1/2020 2.2 - Tweaked movement speed and jump height

22/1/2020 2.3 - Added glow to the eyes and armour of the Player’s design to indicate health
- Added a slight tint to Player to make the health change more noticeable
- Team decided to change melee enemy to have a “charge” attack

25/1/2020 2.3 - Finished basic Sketch of Level 1
- Team decided to make melee enemy drag its sword on the floor while patrolling

27/1/2020 3.0 - Added particle effects for healing and damage
- Added particle effects for jumps
- Added particle effects for deaths
- Lowered Jump Height
- Added stand-in sprites for enemies
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VERSIONING HISTORY
Date Version Changes Made

27/1/2020 3.0 - Built a basic Level 1
- Extended the distance of floating platforms to better use “Dash” mechanic

28/1/2020 3.1 - Team decided to remove idea of coin pickups
- Team decided to make total health drained affect your player’s scores
- Discovered bug of dash teleporting through walls
- Lowered enemy movement speed

28/1/2020 4.0 - Changed Jump to Variable Jump.
- Scripted in double jump
- Scripted Attack code as a separate script
- Scene Transition and Teleportation implemented
- Attack changed to 3 different variants, that each play for when the attack button is pressed, 

each with slightly different ranges.

29/1/2020 4.1 - Changed Scene transition and teleportation script to require a button press for a portal
- Scripted Portal
- Added knockback for the Player

30/1/2020 5.0 - Added 8 directional dash for more versatile movement
- Discovered bug that allows for infinite flight
- Discovered bug that wastes and starts a cool down if the dash button is pressed with no 

directional input
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30/1/2020 5.0 - Team decided to implement backstep to assist with dodging when a “dash” is pressed with no 
directional inputs

- Scripted backstep
- Added script for Player to drain defeated enemies for health by pressing E
- Implemented Ranged Enemy single shot and 5 spread shot Attack AI
- Scripted bullets
- Tweaked Platforms to be easier for Player to jump on to attack Ranged Enemies
- Finished basic tileset of first stage
- Drew basic sketches of health pickups as floating orbs
- Started drawing “Start” and “Option” buttons
- Drew Crates and Houses as props for first and tutorial Levels
- Completed Master Sketch of Level 1
- Discovered bug of damage not always registering
- Team decided to change colour of bullets depending on the damage it does

31/1/2020 5.1 - Placed Portals and replaced sprites with moving ranged enemies.
- Moved House platform further out as lecturer had trouble dropping down
- Decided to recolour lines to darker shades of main colours for props under lecturer’s suggestion
- Implemented player idle animation
- Scripted Field of View for Enemy’s aggression
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31/1/2020
(Low-Fi Critique)

5.1 - Added more platforms in Level 1 to make jumps easier under lecturer’s suggestions
- Implemented Props as prefabs
- Scripted Melee Enemy charge attack
- Found bugs of damage and charging
- Team decided to remove mechanic of glowing marks on the player and enemies bodies as 

health indicator
- Received suggestion from lecturer to add a visual indicator of draining health being for the bad 

ending

4/2/2020 5.3 - Reduced the number of Melee Enemies due to their ability to sweep a large area
- Solved Melee Enemy charging bug, but requires more optimisation and testing

8/2/2020 5.4 - Started Drawing Portals
- Tested and lowered enemy charge aggro time, and lowered aggro distance

9/2/2020 5.5 - Updated Props again to add in miscellaneous background props
- Discovered and fixed bug of Enemies being killed when attack collides with their field of view 

collider
- Fixed health collider
- Made slight adjustments to Level 1 Platforms for enemies and players to fit on it with space to 

dodge and move
- Added a destruction effect for when enemy bullets expire
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9/2/2020 5.5 - Changed enemy scripts to optimise enemy behaviour and movement
- Fixed bug for enemy field of view as it did not correspond to the enemy’s movement
- Lowered bullet destruction effect time to 0.5 seconds
- Team decided to limit the Player movement animation to 8-12 frames
- Organised GameObjects in the tutorial and Level 1 into holders and removed unnecessary 

excessive props
- Fixed Melee Enemy attack bug to damage on contact with the player
- Team decided to keep melee enemy’s charge grounded and not be able to jump
- Fixed collision bugs with different parts of the ground on Level 1 and the tutorial
- Added stand in for health drain sprite
- Removed coin and extra health scripts which were redundant, and implemented scoring system 

that lowered score for every drain of health as suggested by lecturer
- Discovered bug of score system not updating UI
- Tweaked camera move speed to be slightly smoother and faster

10/2/2020 6.0 - Implemented a dialogue system for instructions, fixed a previously undiscovered scene 
transition bug where the the transition did not keep up with the teleportation

- Discovered bug of enemies walking into walls and not turning around due to tag detection as 
“Ground”

11/2/2020 6.1 - Reorganised all assets and removed stand in sprites that were no longer needed
- Rebuilt Levels with new assets
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11/2/2020 6.1 - Added Sound Effects into the project
- Re-implemented Dialogue system to be smoother with a text box
- Enabled sound effects for the Player
- Adjusted proportions of the Portal to the Player’s proportions
- Put a stand in to trigger the dialogue boxes for instructions
- Made Player GameObject a prefab
- Added Basic Dialogue for the tutorial

11/2/2020
(Playtest Day)

6.1 - Kris's Feedback on the playtest (Playtest 1.1)
- Split the controls up to both hands
- Adjust the camera proportions
- Make more enemy movement and adjustments/indicators to the enemy actions
- Score system between stages not carrying over. 
- Add a physical indicator of the health
- Add some kind of stain or effect on the UI to show corruption from draining health
- Enemies walk off platforms
- Playtest from Darren (Playtest 1.2)
- Dialogue box aspect size needs to be fixed

11/2/2020 6.1 - Add Materials to the ground tiles
- Make earlier stages easier so the player can get used to controls
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11/2/2020 6.2 -  Fixed system for score to carry over for every stage EXCEPT tutorial

12/2/2020 6.3 - Added a one way Platform
- Team discussed adding a screen shake for damage feedback, but due to not being sure if it can 

be functional, was put off as a possibility for now
- Team agreed to change Dash from “Left Shift” to “L”
- Changed Platforms in Tutorial and Level 1 to not be so reliant on dashes to scale them.
- Added a wallSwitch collider to fix the bug of enemies walking into walls and not turning around

13/2/2020
(Playtest)

6.3 - Playtest from Michael's friends (Playtest 2.1)
- Audio is broken.
- Jump sound does not fit.
- Enemies walk off Platforms
- Some melee enemies do not move
- Ranged Enemies do not move or shoot/detect the player
- Level 1 can be cleared by rushing to the top, making killing enemies seem irrelevant

13/2/2020 6.4 - Lowered radius of enemy Groundcheck as they detected multiple layers of Ground, causing 
them to walk off platforms

- Modified wallSwitch colliders to be smaller to avoid enemies changing directions too early, 
causing problems in path finding

- Implemented a dialogue system that triggers on death of certain enemies for tutorial
- Moved the portal higher and changed the path so that you have to fight all enemies
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13/2/2020 6.4 -  Reviewed all prefabs and updated the sprites
- Updated Attack and Dash to trigger faster instead of having a delay to make it feel more 

responsive
- Changed box colliders for platforms to a single box collider to prevent mobs from getting stuck
- Updated colliders on enemies in accordance with the sprites
- Added a respawn system for every 1 second
- Built basic layout of Level 2, and made the main camera a prefab across all levels to ensure 

consistency
- Tweaked the radius of Groundcheck on enemies again to prevent them from falling off
- Made the player gain 150 score for killing enemies as an incentive to kill enemies
- Team decided to implement a mechanic of killing enemies in an area to proceed
- Drew team logo
- Completed Boss design

14/2/2020 7.0 - Added in backgrounds for Tutorial and Level
- Level 2 and Boss Arena Background completed

16/2/2020 8.0 - Added in player animations, though still buggy
- Made character dash sprite a blur to make it look fast
- Found a problem where the animation does not match the actual attack range
- Completed Enemy Melee and Ranged Enemy Sprite sheets
- Team decided to implement a corruption screen as a haze around the UI the more health drained
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17/2/2020 8.0 - Team decided to animate the health drain sprite

18/2/2020 8.1 - Added in enemy animations, though still buggy
- Found a problem in Player’s animations
- Built boss level and finished Level 2
- Added idea of making player kill all enemies as “Trials” in Level 2, with a melee enemy trial, a 

ranged enemy trial and a movement trial. Renamed Melee enemies to Chargers and Ranged 
Enemies to Lobbers.

- Added a drawn dialogue box in its proper stretched dimensions
- Changes made to level design as lecturers seem to not be able to clear the stages

19/2/2020 8.2 - Victory and Defeat screens completed
- Completed Button Sprites
- Title Screen completed with buttons and implemented
- Resized dialogue box to fit aspect changes
- Refined Colliders to be more accurate
- Discovered a problem with the pivot of transform.position.

20/2/2020 9.0 - Implemented Health UI
- Started building main menu
- Implemented Main Menu, Start Game and Credits Buttons
- Implemented Stage 2 Mechanics (Gate and Totem) for Trials
- Sped up animations and attack cooldowns
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20/2/2020 9.1 - Slowed down enemy bullet speed, increased enemy fire intervals
- Updated Dialogue box Sprite
- Added Corruption UI indicator system
- Changed drain Health systems to affect corruption levels
- Save corruption Levels across stages
- Boss Animations have been implemented
- Added tags for Boss and Enemy Spawner to help differentiate attacks.

21/2/2020 10.0 - Implemented Phase 1 of the Boss, which includes the boss’ melee attacks, movement,
- implemented the Enemy spawner into the Boss stage
- Discovered corruption values not carrying over bug
- Lobber (Spread Variant) animation not firing
- Phase 2 of the Boss stage implemented
- Boss Summon implemented
- Added Game Over Screen
- Added both victory screens for both endings
- Added a pause screen
- Added a group logo to the start credits
- Updated some enemy animations to run more smoothly
- Updated tags on game objects for game
- Fixed a bug in the main menu that did not correctly display which button was selected.
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23/2/2020
(Playtest)

10.0 - Playtest from Kris (Playtest 3.1)
- Corruption Feedback System needs to be manually Reset using Reset Button.
- If Player does not move behind Lobber, it will continue to shoot until the player moves out of its 

aggro range
- More Feedback (Make the attack faster for the Player)
- Reduce the amount of text and instructions and lore fed to the Player
- Separate the story and instructions maybe
- Margins for the UI is too big
- Compress the Buttons together
- Build Separate Builds for each Level to show the Levels off.

- Playtest from Jia Rui (Playtest 3.2)
- Platforms in Level 2 were spread out too far, and were hardly visible.
- There were some broken colliders in the wall and floor.
- The limited vision of the platforms makes it infuriating and unjustified when you miss a jump 

and fall down.

- Playtest from Bryan (Playtest 3.3)
- Tutorial is simple to understand, straight forward
- Level 1 and 2:
- Somewhat difficult to navigate
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23/2/2020
(Playtest)

10.0 - Lobbers are a proper threat
- The speed of the Chargers are give the intensity the Lobbers lack. 
- The gate is somewhat hidden.
- Boss Level:
- Boss fight is intense, throughout all its phases no matter what situation
- Very fast-paced, makes recovering health difficult
- Projectiles phase through ground

- Playtest with Joyce (3.3)
- Might be a little long-winded but incentive is understandable (People might want to stay for 

points but they get reset in the first level) -> Understandable because you are able to choose 
whether you want to do tutorial or not + Understandable as allows the player to understand 
movesets

- Other comments:
- Bullets always feel deflectable but it's probably just because the character is a knight but that's 

just a personal feeling
- Box colliders like the crates, aren't exactly the clearest and you can bug the animation out for 

fun if you wanted to
- Good idea to change the extra jumps with a light yellow colour particle effect cause it's more 

visible to the player
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23/2/2020
(Playtest)

10.0 - Stage 1 at the end of portal the enemy goes behind the portal, reset it once, and it fixed, but of 
course my game's broken so I reset it again, and it goes back to being weird

- Cannot move on to stage 2 either through portal or level select, game just freezes entirely 
(Might be a software issue), note that I didn't bother killing every enemy before I tried entering 
the portal to stage 2 to be able to get a feel for the other stages faster

- Playtest from Haoting (Playtest 3.4)
- There seems to be a delay in the time between being able to pickup another health pickup.
- Backstep feels weird
- Add an I frame or increase it

- Playtest from Siying (Playtest 3.5)
- The text in tutorial is too long at times
- Stuck because she was discouraged from reading the tutorial text
- Pressing E on the souls doesn’t work at times
- There are lag issues at times 
- Level 1 can be confusing at times as there are not proper directions on where to go.
- The game hangs at times when she attempted to access Level 2.

23/2/2020 10.1 - Updated Main character’s attack animation
- Updated Level Design for Level 1, 2 and Boss Level
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23/2/2020 10.1 - Adjusted platforms and attack timings
- Updated the text for combat section in the Tutorial
- Adjusted boss’ position tracking
- Changed the raycast target for the Lobber to detect ground
- Bullets will now hit ground objects
- Fixed a bug of the melee enemy dashing backwards
- Fixed a bug where animations glitch out when running against walls
- Fixed a bug where the Charger dashes backward
- Moved Main Menu buttons to be less “tight”
- Updated values of the boss and player


